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Abstract

The quantum actions of the (4,4) supersymmetric non-linear sigma model and its dual in
the Abelian case are constructed by using the background superfield method. The propagators
of the quantum superfield and its dual and the gauge fixing actions of the original and dual
(4,4) supersymmetric sigma models are determined. On the other hand, the BRST
transformations are used to obtain the quantum dual action of the (4,4) supersymmetric non-
linear sigma model in the sense of Poisson-Lie T-duality.
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1 - Introduction

Various T-duality transformations [1] connecting two seemingly different sigma models

or strings backgrounds, have aroused a considerable amount of interest. The non-Abelian T-

duality transformation of the isometric sigma model on a group manifold G gives non-

isometric sigma model on its lie algebra [2,3]. As a result, it was not known how to perform

the inverse duality transformation to get back to the original model. In order to solve this

problem C. Klimcik and P. Severa [4] proposed a generalization of the Abelian and traditional

non-Abelian dualities called Poisson-Lie T-duality. The main idea of this approach is to

replace the requirement of isometry of sigma model with respect to some group by a weaker

condition, which is the Poisson-Lie symmetry of the theory. This generalized duality is

associated with two groups forming a Drinfeld double [5] and the duality transformation

exchanges their roles. This approach has received further developments in a series of works

[6]. Furthermore, the Abelian and non-Abelian T-duality of the two-dimensional (4,4)

supersymmetric sigma model is treated classically [7] and its Poisson-Lie T-duality is

discussed [8].

On the other hand, the quantum equivalences of Poisson-Lie T-duality related sigma

models were studied perturbatively in [9] and [10]. It was shown that Poisson-Lie

dualizability is compatible with renormalization at 1-loop. In the present work we start by

studying the quantization of the dually related (4,4) supersymmetric sigma models in the

Abelian case, by using the covariant background superfield formalism [11,12]. Thereafter, we

discuss the quantum equivalence of (4,4) supersymmetric sigma models related by Poisson-

Lie T-duality.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we construct the quantum

actions of the (4,4) supersymmetric non-linear sigma model and its dual in the Abelian case

by using the background superfield method. The propagators of the quantum superfield and

its dual are obtained. Furthermore, the BRST transformations of the quantum and background

superfields and their duals are given. This leads to the gauge fixing actions of the original and

dual (4,4) supersymmetric sigma models. In section 3, we study the quantum Poisson-Lie T-

duality of the (4,4) supersymmetric non-linear sigma model by using the BRST

transformations associated with the transformation of the group elements. The generalized

Cartan-Maurer equation is written in terms of the quantum supercurrents and the Poisson-Lie



symmetry conditions are given. Finally, in section 4 we make concluding remarks and discuss

our results.

2 - Quantization of the Dually Related (4,4) Supersymmetric Sigma Models in the
Abelian Case

We consider a supermanifold M with metric Gab a = 1, . . ., d and antisymmetric tensor

Bab which determines a supersymmetric generalized Wess-Zumino term [13]. The action of

the two- dimensional (4,4) supersymmetric sigma model [7] is given by

(2.1)

where d}X=d2yd20ld29Zdu is the measure of the two-dimensional (4,4) analytic subspace [14]

and Q, is a scalar superfield satisfying the analyticity conditions [7]

D+_£la = 0 = D;Qa (2.2)

with

D+ = , D~ = , and £>" are the harmonic derivatives namely

D++ =d++ - 29+
+G+

+d
+ + " ( 2 . 3 )

D~=d~-w:o:d++

with

d
d±+- = u ± a

du~+a

In order to set up a manifestly supersymmetric covariant background field formalism for the

(4,4) supersymmetric non-linear sigma model based on the parallel transport equation [11,12],

we introduce the unconstrained prepotential X"(t) (0 -< t -< 1) defined along the non-

geodesic curves Q,"{y,Ql,9Z,U) [15] as:

Q." = D_+2 o f X" (2.4)



which connects the background superfield with the total superfield

Q" = Qn
cl + n" (2.5)

with

D_D;*«»=Q; ( 2 6 )

of D;2xa(i)= a

The non analytic superfield A" satisfies the equation of parallel transport namely [16]:

; T# dt

where the solution

" =A; ; + r - ir; r (Q r / )^£>_ + 2 D; 2 | r +... (2.8)
2 * v °

is obtained by using the initial conditions

A"(0) =A",.

dX"

dt

(2.9)

(=0

A" is the background prepotential and £"is the quantum superfield which is an unconstrained

superfield. Consequently

*" = £"- \K(QH)^D:2D;2^+... (2.10.a)

with

n"= D?D:2na. (2.10.b)

In order to generate a covariant set of background superfield vertices in powers of the

quantum superfield £nwe insert the expansion (2.6) and (2.10) in the action (2.1). By using

the developments of Gab and Bab[\\] which are available in any coordinate system, the

background superfield expansion of the two -dimensional (4,4) supersymmetric sigma model

is given by



S *M) (G) -

-±RaUlS
dD:D;?Da't1Dafi

~RMeD:2Df^D+_2D-+
2^D+TD-^cl+...}

(2.11)

with % = 4i Meter, Fab= Gab+Bab and ^ = /fMe+ /^rfe (2.12)

which is the curvature tensor of the supermanifold M.D~^is the supercovariant derivative

defined by:

DSb=D-£b+rb
KmZ"D-aZ (2.13)

From the action (2.11) we see that the coefficients at all orders in the quantum non analytic

superfield <fjnare constructed from geometrical tensors that are functions of the background

analytic superfield £lrl. However, the formulation of manifestly supers ymmetric Feynman

rules in terms of the analytic superfield £"is not quite suitable in diagrammatic calculations.

For this reason we introduce n-bein e'a (Qcl) where n is the dimension of the supermanifold:

^ ( Q r i ) ^ ( Q d ) = F r t(Q r i) (2.14)

by defining

£'=e'a(£lel)Z
a (2.15)

the kinetic term in (2.11) becomes

\dixT D++^D"D:2D-+
2^ (2.16)

with

1 (2.17)

V - ' ( Q r i ) S V i D - Q -

where Vj~' is the superconnection on the supermanifold. Consequently the propagator of the

quantum superfield £' is as follows:



(2.18)

with <5(z( - Z2)'s t n e fu" (4)4) harmonic superspace 5 function and <5(W,,M2) is the harmonic

5 function [17]. It is clear that the Feynman rules constructed from the expanded action (2.11)

lead to manifestly covariant quantum corrections written as integrals on the full harmonic

(4,4) superspace. The divergences can be removed by counterterms namely:

(2.19)

where the lagrangian counterterm ALis a scalar function of the background superfield of

dimension (-2) and zero Lorentz and Cartan-Weyl charges.

The above procedure is adequate to establish a covariant background superfield

expansion but the use of the unconstrained superfield £"means that the action (2.11) has a

quantum gauge invariance which must be gauge fixed. In fact, the gauge transformations of

quantum and background superfields are given by

« " = * ' (2.20)

sarl = o

where #"is a superparameter. The covariant gauge fixing term is obtained by introducing a

BRST operator [14] namely

si; -L , sUr i-U ( 2 2 i )

sC = 0

with C a n anticommuting ghost superfield associated to the superparameter •&".

Furthermore, we introduce an antighost C" and a commuting b" superfield such that:

sC" = b"
(2.22)

sb" = 0,



which allow to obtain a (4,4) supersymmetric gauge fixing term with ghost number zero. By

using dimensional arguments and postulating BRST invariance of the action S°4A), the s-

invariant gauge fixing action is given by

T s{Fnb(QrlHC" D*+D-£

+ 13 RaMe D++Qd Cb D++D-S* D-ad
H }

whereaand /? are coupling constants. The use of (2.21), (2.22) and (2.14) in the expansion of

(2.23) leads to

S(M,GF = f 4"r $D"D-% + C" D++D-C, +abid^d__Sirli

+ /3 Rm D++Q°, b'D++D~£J D-Q*, (2.24)

+ P Raijd D++Q°, C" D++D"CJ D-Qf, }

Eliminating the auxiliary superfield b by using its equation of motion we obtain the following

constraint

D++D~-?;i+ad,+d__Q.cli + p-RaiJ(lD*+an
d D + + D ~ ^ 0 - ^ = 0 (2.25)

Consequently the gauge fixing action (2.24) becomes:

(3 RaiJd D++£l°c! C"D++D"CJ D ~ Q ^ } (2.26)

Let us now give the quantization of the dual (4,4) supersymmetric non linear sigma model

which is given by [7]:

S£4) = jdfi {(Gnb +Bnb)D
++Y" D"Y"} (2.27)

with

Y" = {<p , a'} and

GQO = G00 G0i = G00B0i Gi0 ~ G00B0i

#oo = ° Boi=GooGOi Bio =-GooGOi (2.28)

G00 iG0iBj0 + GOjB0i\



As previously, the background superfield expansion of the dual (4,4) supersymmetric sigma

model action is given by using the developments of the dual metric tensorGniand the dual

antisymmetric tensor Bab which are available in any coordinate system [11]

8S

(YcI
\-"S b

(2.29)

with

Fah = Gab+Bab (2.30)

Rabde =

and

, Ql
rl+7ti}=Yc"l

where

By inserting Buscher's formulas (2.28) in the definition of the curvature tensor (2.31) we

obtain the following relations



ROOde ~ C^ f O T) ROOde

ROide ~ -(Gooy2lB0iR00Je- G,„> RLe\
r I

R?]de = Rfjde ~ (Go»)~l iG0j RO,de + Goi ROjde ~ BOj ROide ~ Boi ROjde\

+ (Goor
2[GQiG0j- BtliBoj}

RLe

and

^OOrfe = 0 ' ROide = ~ (Goo) " L^Oi -̂ OOrfe ~ ^ o o ^0/rfe J

j
RL+ Go ,<, e-B0 ( /?0%- G(,R0

BJ (2.33)

We note that these relations are similar to those of the ordinary case given in Ref. [18] by

imposing a quantum duality condition. It is clear that the Feynman rules constructed from the

expanded dual action (2.29) will yield manifestly covariant quantum corrections written as

integrals over the full harmonic (4,4) superspace. The divergences can be removed by

conterterms which are integrals in the (4,4) harmonic superspace of globally defined scalar

functions of the dual background superfield

pLTt£ (2.34)

On the other hand, the propagators of the dual quantum superfield f" are not standard as in

the original theory. This can be surmounted by introducing the n-dual bein i"n* (Yrl) namely

ek
a{Ycl)ekb{Ycl) = Fab(Yd) (2.35)

by defining

I* = ea
k(Ycl)i" (2.36)

The insertion of (2.35) and (2.36) in the action (2.29) leads to the following kinetic term

(2.37)



with

D"f * = D~lk + v;-*f'
(2.38)

where V,~'k is the dual superconnection of the supermanifold. Therefore, the propagator of

the dual quantum superfield £ * is given by

*(z1,«,)!"'(Z,,M2))
' (2.39)

Furthermore, the dual action (2.29) has a quantum gauge invariance, which must be gauge

fixed leading to Faddeev-Popov ghosts in the usual way. In fact, the gauge transformations of

quantum and background dual superfields are given by

* ' ' * ' (2.40)

O = o
with •&" a superparameter, and their corresponding BRST transformations are

sla =C" , sY" =0h •' (2.41)
sC" = 0

C is a dual ghost superfield associated with the superparameter •&". However the s-invariant

gauge fixing dual action is given by

ir s{Fab(Ycl)(C" D++D-£ ^+X)

1 }

where a and (3 are coupling constants and

sC =b"
(2.43)

sb"= 0

By using (2.35), (2.41) and (2.43) in the dual gauge fixing action (2.42) we obtain

10



D++D-% + Ck D++D'~Ck

+ /3'RakM D++Fr; bkD^D"l' D~Y* (2.44)

+ P'RakhlD*Xa
l CkD++D-Cl D"YC1 }

Eliminating the auxiliary dual superfield b by using its equation of motion we obtain the

following constraint

, + + a . T ( , , + i 8 ' ^ Z ) + + r r ; D"Z>-f D~Yj = 0 (2.45)

We note that for a = fi =0 we obtain the equation of motion of the dual action

Y =0 which is equivalent to the equation of motion of the original action S°iA) n =0 .

Moreover, the constraints of the (4,4) supersymmetric sigma model and its dual are equivalent

by using the following equalities

Yc", = {? , Q"r,} (2.46)

fi Rakl<i = P Rakld

3 - Quantum Equivalence of (4,4) Supersymmetric Sigma Models Related by Poisson-Lie

T-Duality

Let us consider the two-dimensional (4,4) supersymmetric sigma model [7,8] which is

described on the target supermanifold M by a metric Gab, a = 1, . . . , d and antisymmetric

tensor Ba
ab

(3.1)

where Fab = Gah + Bnb. The structure group G of the target space defines a left (right) group

action namely

8£l" =£i-&° (3.2)

with i= 1, . . . , dimG, e' are the world-sheet dependent superparameters and •&" are the

correspondingly right (left) invariant frames in the lie superalgebra G of the group G which

satisfy the relation

11



k . o,} = /;*; (3-3)

where ft are the structure constants of the lie group G. Furthermore, the variation of the

group G element is as follows

5g= ge (3.4)

or equivalently

g ~ l 8 g = E (3.5)

On the other hand, the BRST transformations associated with (3.2) are given by

s £ r = C ' * ' (3.6)
s C " = 0

In order to define a (4,4) supersymmetric quantum action with ghost number zero we

introduce a superfield C and an auxiliary superfield b" such that

• C " = » " (3.7)
sb"= 0

Since the classical lagrangian namely

Lc, = Fab(Q.) D++Q" D-Q.b

is invariant under the BRST transformations (3.6) then Lcl can be replaced by

LQ = Lc, + sL (3.8)

Consequently, the (4,4) supersymmetric quantum sigma model action is given by

5(
ff

4i4)Q = \dfi [Lcl + sL\ (3.9)

with

L = Fab(£l)[D++C" D-Q" + D++£ln D"Ch]

This quantum action is expanded as:

12



( F b n & J C ) ( n b ) ]
1 (3.10)

CidjF^'D-C D*+Qa +3^^D++C'°D~Qb\

where we have used the constraint

D++(Fab D-Q.") + D-(FbaD
++Q.b) = 0 (3.11)

which is obtained by eliminating the auxiliary superfield b" . Now let us give the variation of

the action (3.10) under the BRST transformations (3.6) and (3.7) namely

J^-D^J^+d^ ¥1D^Q.'D-Q.b+ddsFab &«D

ddsFab &d
jD

++c"lD-Q.b+ddFab $*D~~C'bD++C&°

(3.12)

where the following constraint

Fba tfD~Q." + D~CJFba &°\=0 (3.13)

which is deduced by eliminating the auxiliary superfield, is used and the quantum

supercurrents / " are given by

)

J~ = F^D-Q" + (SFnb)#°D-Ch

Consequently, the BRST invariance of the quantum action (3.10) leads to the following

equation

D-Jy -D++J~ + dAFab-&
d
j[D++GlaD-Q.b+D-C'bD++C-&« +&fD++C'aD~Ci]

which can be rewritten as

{d + sVy + ldj(LQ) = 0 (3.16)

where l# denotes the lie derivative namely

13



IF - d F i^d

(3.17)

d is the exterior derivative on the analytic subspace [8] and

J& = J&~drl++ + - W (3-18)

are the Noetherian 1-forms on the world-sheet where the harmonic differentials are given by

dri" = U~adUf

On the other hand the action (3.10) possesses non-commutative conservation laws if the

generalized Cartan-Maurer equation holds on shell

(d + s)JQi+ ^f/kJQjAjQk= 0 (3.19)

where f/k are the structure constants of the dual target space with lie superalgebra G.

Thereafter, from (3.16) and (3.19) we deduce that

hiLQ)= ^f,}kJQl^JQk (3-20)

Furthermore, the expansion of (3.19) in terms of ghost number leads to

2 Qj Qk (3.21)
sJQl = 0

which are equivalent to

d±±J& = 0

D:J£ = o = D;/**
++ (3.22)

sJlf = 0

LJ J Qj LJ JQ,^JQjJ, J Qk U

By using the expressions of the supercurrents (3.14), the component equations (3.22) give the

following conditions for Fab and its BRST transformations namely

14



6f (3.23.a)

C'D-C'" = 0 (3.24)

Thereafter, the equation (3.24) implies that

JCjJ> JCk U

or equivalently

/_• A J . = 0 (3.25)
<-> <-»

The equations (3.23.a) and (3.23.b) are the conditions of the Poisson-Lie symmetry

formulated at the level of the (4,4) supersymmetric sigma model quantum lagrangian, as for

the ordinary situation [4,6,19,8], by adding the condition (3.23.b) given by the lie derivative

of the BRST transformation of the tensor Fab (Q). However, we conclude that the (4,4)

supersymmetric quantum sigma model with the action of the group G on its target space

admits a Poisson-Lie dual model for some dual groupG [6,20]. Therewith, the dual quantum

action of (3.1) is given by

ii {Pab(Q.) D++Q," D-Qb+s[Fnb(Q)(D++C'aD-Q.b+D++QnD-Ch\} (3.26)

which satisfies the following conditions

Zg j(Fn 6)=F r a0// ; t0 r f*F*

l~6. (sFab) = F^&jfffisF"' = sFCtt-&r
if;k$jF(lb

and where the backgrounds are related by

15



Finally, we note that our results on Poisson-Lie T-duality and especially our general

formulation of T-duality in non isometric backgrounds may be applied to a wide class of non

linear sigma models [21]. On the other hand, supersymmetric quantum cosmologies may be

derived from the non-linear sigma model with appropriate linearity conditions [22].

Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate N = 4 supersymmetric quantum cosmologies

from the (4,4) supersymmetric non-linear sigma models associated with duality [23].

4 - Conclusion

In this paper, we have constructed the quantum actions of the (4,4) supersymmetric non-

linear sigma model and its dual in the Abelian case by using the background superfield

method, which is based on the parallel transport equation. Furthermore, we have deduced the

relations between the curvature tensor of the supermanifold M and its dual by using Buscher's

formulas. The propagators of the quantum superfields and its dual are determined by

introducing the n-bein e"(Q.rl) and its dual e°{Yd).

On the other hand, by using the BRST transformations associated with the left (right)

group action on the superfields of the supermanifold M, we have constructed the quantum

(4,4) supersymmetric non-Abelian dual sigma model action. This is obtained in the sense of

Poisson-Lie T-duality which generalizes the Abelian and non-Abelian dualities. The quantum

action and its dual obey the same conditions of the Poisson-Lie symmetry but with the tilted

and untilted variables interchanged. Thus, the non-commutative conservation laws for the

quantum (4,4) supersymmetric sigma model are given in terms of the quantum

supercurrents/". However, the investigation of the N = 4 supersymmetric quantum

cosmologies from the (4,4) supersymmetric non-linear sigma models associated with duality

is under study [23].
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